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The Rebel Spy Apr 13 2021 Tamsyn Moody wants to go home to her mother and leave war-ravaged
Virginia behind her. She doesn't think her husband will ever return, and staying alone in
their cabin with their five-year-old daughter isn't safe any more. But when her mortally
wounded husband appears and makes a dying request, she can't refuse him - no matter what the
danger may be. James Steele is tired. Tired of war. Tired of death. Tired of being alone.
With the end of the war imminent, he looks forward to reconnecting with his family in Boston
and moving forward with his life. But, when a rebel spy is found on the road to Appomattox
with a letter that could change the course of the war, his plans for the future are forever
changed.
Snow Falling Nov 08 2020 The author is the fictional title character on The CW comedy-drama
telenovela.
How Not to Fall Jun 15 2021 An “extremely intelligent, witty, nerdy, and oh-my-god over-thetop sexy” debut novel—first in a New Adult romance series (Fresh Fiction). Data, research,
scientific formulae—Annabelle Coffey is completely at ease with all of them. Men, not so
much. But that’s all going to change after she asks Dr. Charles Douglas, the postdoctoral
fellow in her lab, to have sex with her. Charles is not only beautiful, he is also adorably
awkward, British, brilliant, and nice. What are the odds he’d turn her down? Very high, as it
happens. Something to do with that whole student/teacher/ethics thing. But in a few weeks,
Annie will graduate. As soon as she does, the unlikely friendship that’s developing between
them can turn physical—just until Annie leaves for graduate school. Yet nothing could have
prepared either Annie or Charles for chemistry like this, or for what happens when a simple
exercise in mutual pleasure turns into something as exhilarating and infernally complicated
as love. “The smart characters and Annie’s earnestness as a heroine are so refreshing.”
—Smart Bitches, Trashy Books
The Merman's Kiss Nov 20 2021 A sexy, sleek-tailed monster. Zantu has evaded the mate-bond
for thirty-five years, dodging promiscuous mermaids with vile intents. Unlike mermaids,
mermen bond for life, and Zantu refuses to accept the heartbreak most mermen die of. That is,
until the glint of gold catches his eye, and a simple salvage mission turns to passion. Now
he’s bonded to a human. A woman looking for a reason to live. Briana thinks her life is over
after the loss of her child. Instead, she falls into the arms of a merman who is anything but
cold-blooded. He’s wild, seductive, and sets her blood on fire every time he touches her, and
soon she begins to need him for more than his magic to breathe underwater. He might just give
her a new purpose. But as dangers encroach from every side, Zantu must choose; keep his new
mate at his side or keep her safe. Either way, he’s sure he’ll end up with a broken heart.
Content Warning: Explicit love scenes, dangerous mermaids, and sexy merman secrets.
Guaranteed HEA with no cliffhangers. Intended for mature audiences.
Wild Invitation May 15 2021 A collection of short stories from the Psy-Changeling universe
Discover even more of Nalini Singh's world of breathtaking passion ... This collection
contains four novellas, two of which have never been previously published.
Uber G#sm Feb 21 2022 OAKLEYMy sister's wedding is across the country. And I don't fly. So I
do the next best thing: I schedule an Uber. Do the calculation. That's 2,854 miles, and 44
hours in a car with a complete stranger. You may be wondering what could possibly go wrong,
and you'd be right to because who in their right mind would ever Uber across the country with
someone they don't know? Me. That's who. And everything that can go wrong? Pretty much

does.BASHMy friends and I have a bet. $10 000 for whoever can get the worst rating as an Uber
driver. Sounds easy, right? Wrong. Because my passenger proves to be more trouble than she's
worth. Unfortunately, I have no choice but to see it through. You see, I went from being a
trust fund brat, to a broke brat, and my friends have no idea. Which is why tolerating my
passenger is my only option. The question is: will we kill each other on the road, or will we
fall into bed together along the way? Only time will tell, and until then we'll just drive
each other batsh*t crazy.
Enchanted at Christmas Jul 25 2019 The Earl and Countess of Banfield cordially request your
attendance at the wedding for their daughters: Lady Tamsyn Hambly to Mr. Gryffyn Cardew, &
Lady Morgan Hambly to Harold Mort, Viscount Blackwater, on the 24th day of December, 1811, at
Castle Keyvnor, Bocka Morrow, Cornwall. ENCHANTED AT CHRISTMAS includes: Christy Carlyle's A
Love For Lady Winter Lady Winifred Gissing has a secret: she sees ghosts. With this strange
skill, and her odd, ethereal appearance, she knows she'll never find acceptance among
society, let alone love. But when she travels to Castle Keyvnor, she meets her aunt's godson,
Septimus Locke, the Earl of Carwarren. Scientific, rational Septimus stirs an unexpected
passion in her, and she finds his experiments in galvanism fascinating. Romance sparks
between them, but will his past and her unusual ability destroy their chance at happiness?
Jerrica Knight-Catania's His Christmas Angel Ethan Dallimore, Duke of Westbury, would like a
little peace in his life. Unfortunately, he has the weight of the world on his shoulders with
one demanding sister and one always-underfoot ward. To make matters worse, he arrives at
Castle Keyvnor with a debilitating headache that won’t go away. All he wants to do is sleep
until it’s gone, but that’s not an option as he’s traveled to the tip of Cornwall to attend a
holiday wedding, and even houseguests have their duties. However, Ethan’s desire to sleep is
soon replaced with his desire to get to know the mysterious beauty whose mere presence seems
to take his pain away. Miss Angel Quinn doesn’t exactly belong at Castle Keyvnor with all its
aristocratic guests, even if she does share a bloodline with some of them. But she knows it’s
important to accept the invitation to her long-estranged cousins’ weddings, so she puts on
her grown-up bloomers and heads for the castle. But so much more awaits her in the mystical
village of Bocka Morrow, and the young witch may soon discover just who she was always meant
to be. Claudia Dain's Lady Rose & Lord Snow The Grimstone has come to Castle Keyvnor. His
name is Charles Snowingham and he is the Earl of Grimstone. Upon his right hand he wears the
Grimstone ring, an ancient ring imbued with, it is said, ancient power to destroy ghosts and
ghouls and otherworldly things. Snow is not the sort of man to believe in fairy tales, until
he arrives in Castle Keyvnor, that is, and he meets Lady Rose Hambly. * Lady Rose is
determined to escape her ancestral home, Castle Keyvor. She's not about to admit it publicly,
but there is a certain ghost at the castle who is haunting her. Since her sisters Morgan and
Tamsyn are being wed on Christmas, and since the castle will be awash with eligible men, she
is determined to find a husband as quickly as possible, if only to get away from Castle
Keyvnor and her impossible ghost. * What Lady Rose and Lord Snow do not realize is that the
ghosts of Keyvnor want them away from the castle immediately, if not sooner. The Grimstone
ring spells their doom, and Rose's ghost doesn't want to haunt her just as fervently as she
wishes not to be haunted. Will Rose take romantic advice from a ghost who does nothing but
insult her? Not willingly.
Quiver Jan 11 2021 Tamsyn Webb has had to grow up fast. The dead walk, and they hunt the
living. One of the few safe places left in England is Gravesend, a small village turned into
a fortress. Trapped with hundreds of starving, scared survivors, it's getting harder to tell
who the monsters are – the ones beyond the walls, or those huddled behind them. When Tamsyn
learns of a possible cure for the zombie virus, there's only one option. She'll have to jump
the wall, but nothing but her bow, a quiver-full of arrows, and the terror in her gut. But
even if she gets back to Gravesend in one piece, Tamsyn might just doom them all… It's a
rotten new world. Tamsyn's only option? Be dead last.
Small Blue Thing Mar 01 2020 Celebrating the end of exams with best friend Grace, 17-yearold Alex rescues a swan caught on a wire in the Thames mud and finds an extraordinary
bracelet. She discovers that she can use it to communicate with the river's dead. Condemned
to a half-life of misery, they must steal the happiness of the living to exist. Callum desperate, lonely and breathtakingly good-looking - is one of them. Alex falls deeply in
love.
One Secret Night Dec 30 2019 They'd Had One Night. He Wanted More. When Ethan Masters learns
his family's explosive secret, it sends him reeling…straight into an uncharacteristic onenight stand. Too bad he'll never see Isobel Fyfe again…. Until she shows up as his winery's
newest hire. Now Ethan's in trouble. Isobel is everything he's not—a free spirit with no

commitments—and she won't be controlled. How can he trust her to keep his secret? How can he
keep his distance? With his family at stake, Ethan's playing with fire…but he wants Isobel.
And he'll do anything to keep her quiet…and in his bed.
Precious Consequences Jul 29 2022 All it took was one night to change the rest of my life.
One night that created irrevocable consequences. But some consequences aren't all bad. They
can be amazing...beautiful... Precious. I willingly accepted those consequences and wrote a
new plan for my life. But that plan didn't include Cameron Argent - the sexy-as-sin tattooed
playboy who got under my skin the moment I laid eyes on him. I was headed down a dark and
dangerous road where he was concerned and in the end, our relationship was inevitable.
Despite our dark secrets, our feelings for each other burned brighter than a thousand stars
and left us both naked, vulnerable. But when my past came rolling back into my life like a
Summer storm, I wasn't sure if his love for me was enough. Was he prepared to deal with the
consequences of a past I couldn't regret or would he walk away with my beating heart in his
hands?
Nona the Ninth Feb 09 2021 Tamsyn Muir's New York Times and USA Today bestselling Locked
Tomb Series continues with Nona ...the Ninth? An Indie Next Pick! “You will love Nona, and
Nona loves you.” —Alix E. Harrow “Unlike anything I've ever read.” —V.E. Schwab on Gideon the
Ninth “Deft, tense and atmospheric, compellingly immersive and wildly original.” —The New
York Times on Gideon the Ninth Her city is under siege. The zombies are coming back. And all
Nona wants is a birthday party. In many ways, Nona is like other people. She lives with her
family, has a job at her local school, and loves walks on the beach and meeting new dogs. But
Nona's not like other people. Six months ago she woke up in a stranger's body, and she's
afraid she might have to give it back. The whole city is falling to pieces. A monstrous blue
sphere hangs on the horizon, ready to tear the planet apart. Blood of Eden forces have
surrounded the last Cohort facility and wait for the Emperor Undying to come calling. Their
leaders want Nona to be the weapon that will save them from the Nine Houses. Nona would
prefer to live an ordinary life with the people she loves, with Pyrrha and Camilla and
Palamedes, but she also knows that nothing lasts forever. And each night, Nona dreams of a
woman with a skull-painted face... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The High Price of Secrets Jul 17 2021 Trying to protect his foster parents, Finn Gallagher
lies to Tamsyn Masters when she appears at him home looking for her mother.
Besotted Apr 01 2020 Tamsyn's attraction to Slade is deep, but is love worth the price of
dreams? A trailblazer, Tamsyn Bradford graduated as Royal Academy's first female alumni, with
the fighting skills and cunning fitting a member of Her Majesty's Secret Service. Selected to
teach at an elite school for female spies, Tamsyn attends a friend's class party only to fall
into the lap of temptation that is Prince Slade Faust. Will a drunken night of passion ruin
her career forever? Before we can find out, an evil scientist steps in and abducts Tamsyn,
sending Slade and Tamsyn's group of friends on a hunt to save her very life. Following the
short stories Unequited and Requited, Elle Clouse's Besotted is a fun Steampunk action and
romantic adventure novella and includes the short stories Unrequited and Requited.
Precious Consequences Nov 01 2022 All it took was one night to change the rest of my life.
One night that created irrevocable consequences. But some consequences aren't all bad. They
can be amazing...beautiful... Precious. I willingly accepted those consequences and wrote a
new plan for my life. But that plan didn't include Cameron Argent - the sexy-as-sin tattooed
playboy who got under my skin the moment I laid eyes on him. I was headed down a dark and
dangerous road where he was concerned and in the end, our relationship was inevitable.
Despite our dark secrets, our feelings for each other burned brighter than a thousand stars
and left us both naked, vulnerable. But when my past came rolling back into my life like a
Summer storm, I wasn't sure if his love for me was enough. Was he prepared to deal with the
consequences of a past I couldn't regret or would he walk away with my beating heart in his
hands?
Falling Awake Oct 27 2019 Isabel Wright spends her days at the Belvedere Centre for Sleep
Research analyzing the dreams of others. It's satisfying, lucrative work, but it can be
emotionally draining at times. Especially when one of her anonymous subjects, known only as
Client Number Two, captures her imagination through his compelling dream narratives. Client
Number Two's real name is Ellis Cutler. A loner who learned long ago not to let anyone get
too close, he works for a highly classified government agency with an interest in the
potential value of lucid dreaming. And he has just been ordered by his boss to make contact
with Isabel, who's been fired after the sudden death of her boss, Dr. Belvedere. When they
meet in the flesh, the dream becomes real enough to touch. And a waking nightmare begins. For

a suspicious hit-and-run leads them into a perilous web of passion, betrayal and murder, and
forces them to walk the razor-thin line between dreams and reality
Measure of a Man May 03 2020 Too hot to handle… Too sweet to give up. Tamsyn Holt,
seductress and chameleon. Her sensual beauty has ensnared many a mark into her honey trap.
With her client base, she’s quite an asset to the family PI agency’s bottom line. But can any
man hope to tame her? Only Jason St. John, a man as elusive and seductive as she, can lay
claim to her body. But will she trust any man with her heart? No way! Jason St. John is a man
with secrets. His first FBI undercover assignment will show the Bureau and his father Jason’s
worth as an agent. But becoming attracted–okay, more than attracted–to a sexy PI, isn’t the
way to go about it. And becoming the person of interest in a murder investigation not only
threatens his operation but also his career.
Go to Hell Mar 13 2021 Even hidden in paradise, Tamsyn’s fate is a dark thread that leads to
doom. When Tamsyn’s past comes knocking, she is forced to leave everything behind. Death and
chaos dog her as she returns to the ruins of England on a mission of redemption. Discovering
the conspiracy behind the zombie outbreak, Tamsyn learns the bizarre truth about who she
really is. As she falls into a strange new responsibility, the zombies become the least of
her problems. Faced with a dangerous new enemy, Tamsyn can only do what she does best – dig
in her heels and give ’em hell. Book 2 of the Tamsyn Webb Chronicles.
That Jewish Thing Oct 08 2020 Tamsyn Rutman is at yet another wedding, for yet another
cousin. She wouldn't mind - the food's pretty good, the location is fabulous and there's a
moderately famous singer crooning away - but what is a Jewish wedding if not the perfect
opportunity for the bride to do a bit of matchmaking on behalf of her single, workaholic
cousin? Tamsyn's not at the table with her parents and her family, she's sitting next to Ari
Marshall. Ari is everything Tamsyn doesn't want for herself, and everything her family want
for her. Stubbornly determined not to fall into the trap of someone else's happily ever
after, Tamsyn decides to focus on work, and while interviewing London's hottest new chef,
finds herself being swept off her feet . . . by someone her family definitely wouldn't
approve of. But somehow, Ari and Tamsyn keep crossing paths, and she's about to find out that
in love, and in life, it's not always easy to run away from who you really are...
Under The Same Sky Nov 28 2019 It's been nine years since I last saw him, and now he's back
in town. Thorin Decker.Front man of Eighteendust, one of the world's most famous rock bands.
But before his rise to fame, he was the boy I fell in love with, and the boy who broke my
heart. I never expected to see him again, but in a cruel twist of fate, we've been tied
together in a way neither of us saw coming. If I thought he would be the same boy who left
all those years ago, I was dead wrong. But he's not the only one who's changed. He'll soon
realize the girl he both broke, and saved, no longer exists. I might have moved on with my
life, and let go of our past, but if he thinks a second chance is in the cards, he's going to
have to prove that he's worth the risk. And if he is, will I be willing to take it?
Trevallion Aug 25 2019 The Great War is over, but for a small Cornish community the troubles
are only just beginning... When the master of the Trevallion estate, Captain Miles
Trevallion, dies the desperate search for an heir begins. Rebecca Allen, daughter of the
caretaker to Trevallion, is determined to protect her beloved home from ruin. After much
searching, an heir to the estate is finally located – Major Alexander Fiennes. But Alex is
suffering from shell shock after his horrific experiences during the war. Rebecca is forced
to take charge in order to save Trevallion, and must contend with not only Alex’s broken
spirit, but a ghost from the past who is determined to win Trevallion back once and for
all... A gripping story of love and loyalty from the masterful Gloria Cook, perfect for fans
of Magaret Dickinson.
My So-Called Phantom Lovelife Jul 05 2020 Boyfriend troubles? Try dating a ghost! When
fourteen-year-old Skye Thackery meets Owen Wicks, it's not exactly love at first sight. She's
getting over a broken heart and he's, well, a ghost. But as Skye gets to know him, she can't
help wondering what it would be like to kiss him. Dating a ghost isn't easy, and things get
worse when Owen declares he's found a way to stay with Skye for ever. His plans make her
uneasy - the shadowy organisation which claims to be able to help him is bad news, and it
seems Nico, her ex, is involved too. As Owen prepares to risk everything, Skye begins to
wonder if she really has a future with him, or if his desire to be more than just a ghost
will cost them everything?
Harrow the Ninth Sep 18 2021 Harrow the Ninth, an Amazon pick for Best SFF of 2020 and the
New York Times and USA Today bestselling sequel to Gideon the Ninth, turns a galaxy inside
out as one necromancer struggles to survive the wreckage of herself aboard the Emperor's
haunted space station. “Lesbian necromancers explore a haunted gothic palace in space!

Decadent nobles vie to serve the deathless emperor! Skeletons!” —Charles Stross on Gideon the
Ninth “Unlike anything I've ever read.” —V.E. Schwab on Gideon the Ninth “Deft, tense and
atmospheric, compellingly immersive and wildly original.” —The New York Times on Gideon the
Ninth She answered the Emperor's call. She arrived with her arts, her wits, and her only
friend. In victory, her world has turned to ash. After rocking the cosmos with her deathly
debut, Tamsyn Muir continues the story of the penumbral Ninth House in Harrow the Ninth, a
mind-twisting puzzle box of mystery, murder, magic, and mayhem. Nothing is as it seems in the
halls of the Emperor, and the fate of the galaxy rests on one woman's shoulders. Harrowhark
Nonagesimus, last necromancer of the Ninth House, has been drafted by her Emperor to fight an
unwinnable war. Side-by-side with a detested rival, Harrow must perfect her skills and become
an angel of undeath — but her health is failing, her sword makes her nauseous, and even her
mind is threatening to betray her. Sealed in the gothic gloom of the Emperor's Mithraeum with
three unfriendly teachers, hunted by the mad ghost of a murdered planet, Harrow must confront
two unwelcome questions: is somebody trying to kill her? And if they succeeded, would the
universe be better off? THE LOCKED TOMB SERIES BOOK 1: Gideon the Ninth BOOK 2: Harrow the
Ninth BOOK 3: Nona the Ninth BOOK 4: Alecto the Ninth At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Instructions for a Second-hand Heart Jan 23 2022 Jonny has a faulty heart and his time is
running out. Niamh has just lost her twin brother in a tragic accident. As their fates
collide, soon Jonny is on the mend - but desperate to know more about his donor. When he
tracks down Niamh, he only intends to find out about her brother, the first owner of his
heart. He doesn't plan on falling in love... A stunning, tear-jerking novel about grief,
guilt, and the unpredictability of love.
My So-Called Afterlife Sep 26 2019 Psychics, psychos and sidekicks . . . who says death has
to be dull? Fifteen-year-old Lucy has been stuck in the men's loo ever since she was murdered
there six months ago. No one has been able to see or hear her - until Jeremy. Just her luck
that he's a seriously uncool geography teacher-type! But Jeremy is determined to help Lucy.
He finds out how she can leave her toilet 'home' - albeit only temporarily - and meet other
teenage ghosts, including the gorgeous Ryan. Jeremy is also determined to help her find her
killer so she can find peace at last . . .
Tinder B@ng Mar 25 2022 Tinder. The bane of my existence. But with my 30th birthday around
the corner, I'm feeling the heat to jump into the deep end with both feet. Except, it's not
deep at all. It's a kiddies pool filled to the brim with unsolicited pecker portaits, and
'hey babe, wanna b@ng'. So when the first sem-decent guy, fifteen years my senior, swipes
right, I think I might be one of the lucky ones. Until I'm not. Tinder. The bane of my
existence. Only because my triplets thought it would hilarious to sign me up without my
knowledge. It's a disaster in the making, but considering my first marriage ended badly, I
decide to jump feet first into the dating dumpsterfire. And the flames are too hot for my
liking. But then my children swipe right on a woman fifteen years my junior, and I think
maybe I'm willing to risk the flames. Until I'm not.
Beneath Your Beautiful Jun 27 2022 On the outside, Huntley Morgan is your typical girl-nextdoor, with her long blonde hair and piercing blue eyes, and that's exactly what she wants
people to see. Her name exposes her to the demons of her past but remembering her reason for
moving across the country to start over is what keeps her alive. For the first time since the
brutal murder of her mother, Huntley allows herself to care about the people around
her.Grayson Carter has everything a 21yr old College Senior could wish for - he's the star of
Whitley University's football team, he has a different girl willing to be in his bed every
night and a supportive family. For years he has managed keep his family together and hide
their dark secrets from the small town of Breckinridge, Alabama. When Huntley and Grayson
meet, a force so strong pulls them together in a hurricane of feelings neither of them could
have ever anticipated. Huntley and Grayson try to stay away from each other, but when
Huntley's demons seek her out, their pasts become the biggest storm of all. Will they learn
to trust each other and build a new future together or will they simply do nothing to prevent
history from repeating itself?*Content Warning: Contains Language & Mature Situations. +17*
Blurred Lines Aug 30 2022 Hot on the heels of the Bestselling novel, The Line Between, comes
the much-anticipated sequel, Blurred Lines. Jade Matthews and Reid Cole have been best
friends all their lives. He was the boy who chased away the monsters from under her bed, and
she was the girl he knew he was going to spend the rest of his life with. But even
friendships aren't always built to last. This is a story about two best friends who's lives
change after one night - a night that not even Fate could have stopped. In the aftermath,
Reid and Jade lose their friendship, but soon come to find that they were destined to be so

much more. **Due to language and sexual situations this book is intended for readers older
than 18. Although it is about two supporting characters from The Line Between, it is not
recommended as a standalone. If you don't like somewhat clichéd stories, this book isn't for
you. HEA. No cliffy**
Coming Out Aug 18 2021
Gideon the Ninth Oct 20 2021 Gideon the Ninth is the first book in the New York Times and
USA Today Bestselling Locked Tomb Trilogy, and one of the Best Books of 2019 according to
NPR, the New York Public Library, Amazon, BookPage, Shelf Awareness, BookRiot, and Bustle!
WINNER of the 2020 Locus Award and Crawford Award Finalist for the 2020 Hugo, Nebula, Dragon,
and World Fantasy Awards “Unlike anything I’ve ever read. ” —V.E. Schwab “Lesbian
necromancers explore a haunted gothic palace in space!” —Charles Stross “Deft, tense and
atmospheric, compellingly immersive and wildly original.” —The New York Times The Emperor
needs necromancers. The Ninth Necromancer needs a swordswoman. Gideon has a sword, some dirty
magazines, and no more time for undead nonsense. Tamsyn Muir’s Gideon the Ninth unveils a
solar system of swordplay, cut-throat politics, and lesbian necromancers. Her characters leap
off the page, as skillfully animated as arcane revenants. The result is a heart-pounding epic
science fantasy. Brought up by unfriendly, ossifying nuns, ancient retainers, and countless
skeletons, Gideon is ready to abandon a life of servitude and an afterlife as a reanimated
corpse. She packs up her sword, her shoes, and her dirty magazines, and prepares to launch
her daring escape. But her childhood nemesis won’t set her free without a service. Harrowhark
Nonagesimus, Reverend Daughter of the Ninth House and bone witch extraordinaire, has been
summoned into action. The Emperor has invited the heirs to each of his loyal Houses to a
deadly trial of wits and skill. If Harrowhark succeeds she will be become an immortal, allpowerful servant of the Resurrection, but no necromancer can ascend without their cavalier.
Without Gideon’s sword, Harrow will fail, and the Ninth House will die. Of course, some
things are better left dead. THE LOCKED TOMB TRILOGY BOOK 1: Gideon the Ninth BOOK 2: Harrow
the Ninth BOOK 3: Alecto the Ninth At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Write Your Own Script Dec 22 2021 Beloved famous British actress Tamsyn Harris is in her
early fifties and works hard to prove she's still got "it", despite her age. That means never
revealing she's a lesbian, for fear it would threaten her acclaimed career. After an on-set
incident blows up, she disappears to a retreat to lay low for a while. Maggie Cooper is a
successful author with two pseudonyms and suffering from burn out. It's hard enough trying to
maintain both worlds, let alone keep them separate from real life. After checking herself
into a retreat in Norfolk, the last thing she expects to find is the respected, beautiful
actress she's had a crush on her whole life. As passion sweeps them up, they agree it can
only be a holiday fling. But is that enough? Can they just return to their lives and leave
each other behind? A sizzling, erotic, lesbian romance about finding out what's important in
life.
Completely Cassidy – Accidental Genius May 27 2022 Meet Cassidy. With her embarrassing dad,
pregnant mum, loser brother and knicker-chewing dog, she's almost invisible in her family. So
she's hoping Year 7 is her time to shine, especially since a test proved she's Gifted &
Talented. The only problem is she picked her answers at random. But surely the school
wouldn't make a mistake about her genius? "For fans of Wimpy Kid, Cathy Cassidy and books of
that ilk, this is a story that readers will enjoy very much... a great tale for the pre-teen
market." - Manchester Evening News
Eight Will Fall Jun 03 2020 "Adventurous and imaginative, Harian imbues the world of Demura
with an infectious charm and energy, and just enough danger and darkness. A gorgeous fantasy
that will hook readers from page one."—Madeleine Roux, New York Times-bestselling author of
the Asylum series Lovers of dark, high-octane adventure will be enthralled by Sarah Harian's
Eight Will Fall, a genre-bending YA fantasy standalone, perfect for fans of Kendare Blake and
Leigh Bardugo. In a world where magic is illegal, eight criminals led by rebellious Larkin
are sent on a mission to rid their realm of an ancient evil lurking beneath the surface.
Descending into a world full of unspeakable horrors, Larkin and her crew must use their
forbidden magic to survive. As they fight in the shadows, Larkin finds a light in Amias, a
fellow outlaw with a notorious past. Soon, Larkin and Amias realize that their destinies are
intertwined. The eight of them were chosen for a reason. But as the beasts grow in number and
her band is picked off one by one, Larkin is forced to confront a terrible truth: They were
never meant to return.
Counting on a Countess (Shady Ladies of London, Book 2) Dec 10 2020 ‘Delightful banter and
delicious passion...simply divine’, New York Times bestselling author Tessa Dare

Stunt Bunny: Tour Troubles Sep 06 2020 Harriet Houdini: Stunt Bunny is back in action, this
time as the star of Superpets Live! With visions of posh hotels, meeting adoring fans and
performing her famous bunny-backflips in front of live audiences, Harriet can't wait for the
tour of Superpets. But evil Miranda wants her opera-singing poodle, Doodle, to be the
headline act… whatever it takes. So Harriet's going to need all her Stunt Bunny tricks to
make sure she remains the star of the show!
Chase A Green Shadow (Mills & Boon Modern) Jun 23 2019 Mills & Boon are excited to present
The Anne Mather Collection – the complete works by this classic author made available to
download for the very first time! These books span six decades of a phenomenal writing
career, and every story is available to read unedited and untouched from their original
release. A battle of wills...
Tamsin Apr 25 2022 Arriving in the English countryside to live with her mother and new
stepfather, Jenny has no interest in her surroundings&150until she meets Tamsin. Since her
death over 300 years ago, Tamsin has haunted the lonely estate without rest, trapped by a
hidden trauma she can't remember, and a powerful evil even the spirits of night cannot name.
To help her, Jenny must delve deeper into the dark world than any human has in hundreds of
years, and face danger that will change her life forever. . . .
Fall Aug 06 2020 The first time I met Jax Blackwood things went a little sideways. In my
defense, I didn’t know he was Jax Blackwood—who expects a legendary rock star to be shopping
for groceries? More importantly, a blizzard was coming and he was about to grab the last
carton of mint-chocolate chip. Still, I might have walked away, but then he smugly dared me
to try and take the coveted ice cream. So I kissed him. And distracted that mint-chip right
out of his hands. Okay, it was a dirty move, but desperate times and all that. Besides, I
never expected he’d be my new neighbor. An annoying neighbor who takes great pleasure in
reminding me that I owe him ice cream but would happily accept more kisses as payment. An
irresistible neighbor who keeps me up while playing guitar naked–spectacularly naked–in his
living room. Clearly, avoidance is key. Except nothing about Jax is easy to ignore—not the
way he makes me laugh, or that his particular brand of darkness matches mine, or how one look
from him melts me faster than butter under a hot sun. Neither of us believes in love or
forever. Yet we’re quickly becoming each other’s addiction. But we could be more. We could be
everything. All we have to do is trust enough to fall
The Line Between Sep 30 2022 The Line Between There's a fine line between love and hate, so
fine that you don't know you've lost balance until it's too late.I'm not sure exactly when I
lost my balance, all I know is that he was to blame.Dane Winters.The boy who'd spent most of
his life hating me for reasons I never understood.** ** ** ** ** **It was no secret that I
hated her, but only I knew why.She was off-limits.And then our separate worlds collided with
one tragedy.It wasn't her fault, I knew that, but I wanted her to hurt the way I did, and I
needed someone to blame. She was an easy target.Kennedy Monroe.The girl I'd picked on all our
lives.And the woman I barely tolerated.Until the line between love and hate was no longer
visible... *New Adult Contemporary Romance* *Due to mature content this book is not suitable
for readers younger than 18* Blurred Lines Hot on the heels of the Bestselling novel, The
Line Between, comes the much-anticipated sequel, Blurred Lines. Jade Matthews and Reid Cole
have been best friends all their lives. He was the boy who chased away the monsters from
under her bed, and she was the girl he knew he was going to spend the rest of his life with.
But even friendships aren't always built to last. This is a story about two best friends
who's lives change after one night - a night that not even Fate could have stopped. In the
aftermath, Reid and Jade lose their friendship, but soon come to find that they were destined
to be so much more. **Due to language and sexual situations this book is intended for readers
older than 18. Although it is about two supporting characters from The Line Between, it is
not recommended as a standalone. If you don't like somewhat clichéd stories, this book isn't
for you. HEA. No cliffy**
Dilemma in Paradise Jan 29 2020
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